
When it comes to your business, we can’t predict the ‘what ifs’, but we can help you  
and your business partners navigate them.

Starting a business is never easy, but one of the key ingredients is having strong partners at your side who you get on with,  
and who share your vision for the future of the company. In the early days of building your company, you probably didn’t think 
too much about the impact losing a partner to death or disability would have on your business. The associated financial 
implications like having to pay out for the purchase of their portion of the business, may never have crossed your mind.  
Back then all you needed was a great product or service and a healthy work ethic to succeed. 

As a company grows however, planning for the future becomes key in order to ensure you can navigate the ‘what if’ storms. 
Typically, being a Partnership, Close Corporation or Private Company ensures that the existing owners will all have a say should  
a new owner join the business. The ‘what if’ affect comes into play when one of the owners is unable to be part of that decision 
due to their death or permanent disability. 

Uncertainty: the ‘what ifs’ surrounding the death or disability of an owner
Losing one of the owners to death or disability has all kinds of ramifications for both the surviving owners and for the affected 
owner and their family. 

SUCCESSION OF OWNERSHIP

What happens to your business if 
something happens to one of its owners?

Buy-and-Sell:
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That’s why it’s important to ask the ‘what if’ question, keeping the following in mind:

FOR THE DECEASED / DISABLED OWNER:
• What if the family are not interested in being 

involved in the business any longer?

• What if the Executor is required to sell the deceased  
or disabled owners interest to raise liquidity?

• What if the Executor has to call up the loan account?

• What if the deceased or disabled owner’s family 
would be losing their source of income?

FOR THE SURVIVING OWNERS:
• What if the remaining owners don’t have sufficient 

cash to purchase the deceased/disabled owner’s 
business interest or to repay their loan account?

• What if introducing a third party as a new owner  
is disruptive or proves to be a drain on the business 
financially?

Remove the ‘what ifs’ with a Buy-and-Sell arrangement
By implementing a Buy-and-Sell arrangement, the owners remove the uncertainty that will arise in the event of the death  
or disability of an owner. In essence, the agreement between the owners is coupled with life insurance policies to enable  
the surviving owners to purchase the deceased or disabled owner’s business interests.

BY REMOVING THE ‘WHAT IFS’ FOR  
THE DECEASED/DISABLED OWNER:
• The business interests of the disabled or deceased 

owner will be sold to the surviving owners

• The family will get full market value for their share  
of the business in cash

BY REMOVING THE ‘WHAT IFS’ THE SURVIVING  
OWNERS CAN:
• Purchase the business interest from the deceased/

disabled owner 

• Prevent a third party or a member of the deceased’s 
family from entering and potentially disrupting  
the operations of the business

Take note: To ensure there will be no unexpected ‘what ifs’ in the event of an owner dying or becoming disabled, you should 
check the MEMORANDUM OF INCORPORATION and the SHAREHOLDER’S AGREEMENT to ensure that there are  
no conflicting provisions, especially with regards to pre-emptive rights.

So, what if you just spoke to Liberty?
Liberty is IN IT WITH YOU and your business. Talk to us about protecting your business from the loss of one of its owners,  
and how we can help ensure the continued smooth running of your operations in the event a ‘what if’ actually happens. 
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Terms and Conditions apply. For more details about benefits, definitions, guarantees, fees, tax, limitations, charges, 
premiums/contributions or other conditions and associated risks, please speak to a Liberty Financial Adviser or your Broker. 
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